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Explanatory note

General policy statement
This Bill aims to encourage investment in build-to-rent (BTR) developments. BTR
developments are typically large-scale housing developments, purpose-built for rent‐
ing rather than sale, with an intention of providing longer-term security of tenure for
tenants, and are managed professionally.
The BTR model is well-established and growing overseas, and has the potential to
contribute significantly to increasing the stock of housing in New Zealand. BTR
developments provide an alternative solution for New Zealanders wanting to rent,
allowing them to benefit from greater security of tenure while living in modern dwell‐
ings that are professionally managed.
Currently in New Zealand, the incentive for developers to invest in this type of pro‐
ject is constrained in at least two ways.
First, provisions in the Overseas Investment Act 2005 may discourage overseas-based
investors with expertise in developing and operating BTRs from investing in BTR
developments in New Zealand. This is evident from the lack of investment in this
form of housing when compared to other countries. This Bill will address this barrier
by aligning the treatment of BTR developments for investment purposes with that
currently given to retirement homes and student accommodation.
The second key issue relates to the tax treatment of a completed BTR development.
Currently a completed BTR development is treated for tax purposes as a residential
building, and so falls outside the depreciation deductions available to commercial
buildings reintroduced by the Government in 2020 as part of the COVID-19
Response (Taxation and Social Assistance Urgent Measures) Act 2020. This Bill
would ensure that BTR developments are eligible for depreciation deductions,
thereby further encouraging investment in this asset class and boosting the supply of
new dwellings.
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Clause by clause analysis
Clause 1 is the title clause.
Clause 2 is the commencement clause.
Clause 3 amends section YA1 of the Income Tax Act 2007, the general definitions
section of the Act, by inserting a definition of build-to-rent development and
amending the definition of residential building. The effect of the amendments is to
remove developments that fall within the new definition from the rules in or under
that Act that apply to depreciation deductions for residential buildings. Developments
of this type will now fall under the rules that apply to non-residential buildings.
Clause 4 amends the definition of long-term accommodation facility in section 6 of
the Overseas Investment Act 2005. The effect of the amendment is to potentially
allow an overseas investment on the basis of meeting the “increased housing test” for
long-term accommodation facilities by construction of a build-to-rent development
(as that term is defined by the amendment made by clause 3).
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The Parliament of New Zealand enacts as follows:

1 Title
This Act is the Boost Build-to-Rent Housing Act 2021.

2 Commencement
This Act comes into force on the day after the date of Royal assent.

3 Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
(1) This section amends the Income Tax Act 2007.
(2) In section YA1, insert in its appropriate alphabetical order:

build-to-rent development means a development for residential purposes that
satisfies all the following criteria:
(a) the development is made up of no less than 20 dwellings of 1 or more

types (for example, houses, flats, townhouses, units, or apartments) on—
(i) a single parcel of land; or
(ii) contiguous parcels of land; and

(b) the development is owned by the same person (for example, a company);
and
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(c) the development was completed and able to be occupied on and from the
date that this section commences; and

(d) the development is managed by a single person or entity (for example, a
property management company); and

(e) the dwellings are all occupied by tenants; and
(f) the Residential Tenancies Act 1986 applies to each tenancy; and
(g) the development is rented to tenants with the right to renew their tenancy

for a minimum period of 5 years.
(3) In section YA1, definition of residential building, replace paragraph (a) with:

(a) means a dwelling (other than a dwelling that is part of a build-to-rent
development); and

4 Amendment to Overseas Investment Act 2005
(1) This section amends the Overseas Investment Act 2005.
(2) In section 6(1), definition of long-term accommodation facility, after sub‐

paragraph (a)(i), insert:
(ia) a build-to-rent development (as that term is defined in section

YA1 of the Income Tax Act 2007)
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